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TECHNICAL  NOTE 
LOGIC  PROGRAMMING AS A BAS IS  FOR 
LEAN AUTOMATED DEDUCTION*  
BERNHARD BECKERT AND JOACHIM POSEGGA 
D The idea of lean deduction is to achieve maximal  efficiency from mini- 
mal means. Every possible effort is made to el iminate overhead. Logic 
programming languages provide an ideal tool for implementing lean de- 
duct ion as they offer a level of abstract ion that  is,close to the needs for 
bui lding f irst-order deduct ion systems. In this paper,  we describe the prin- 
ciple of lean deduct ion and present [eanTAP, an instance of it implemented 
in s tandard  Prolog. <1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The idea underlying lean automated deduction is to achieve maximal  efficiency 
from minimal  means. Every possible effort is made to el iminate overhead; based 
on experience in implementing (complex) deduct ion systems, only the most im- 
por tant  and efficient techniques and methods are implemented. The result is a 
clearly st ructured implementat ion that  is easy to modify, easy to adapt  to con- 
crete needs of an appl ication, and easy to integrate with other components of a 
system. 
*This paper is based on a talk that was given at the Workshop on Logic Programming, Univer- 
sity of Ziirich, Switzerland, October 1994. Its focus is on the general idea of lean deduction and 
the relation to logic programming. The reader who is more interested in the program leanTAp, 
that is presented as an example, is referred to [2]. leanT4P's ource code, as well as a Pro- 
log program for computing an optimized negation ormal form, is available in the WWW at 
http :/lil2www. ira. uka. delleantap. 
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The design of lean deduction theorem provers is motivated by the observation 
that- -compared to the amount of research carried out - -automated deduction is 
little applied in practice. Most researchers working in automated reasoning believe 
that there are many useful applications of the techniques developed, but few at- 
tempts are made to actually build these applications. 
We see one reason for this in that implementation-oriented r search in auto- 
mated deduction favors huge and highly complex systems, which does not suit the 
needs of many applications: most existing automated theorem provers must be 
seen as black boxes from a user's point of view; the algorithms implemented for 
carrying out deductions are usually highly sophisticated, and the interaction of the 
various parameters influencing the search for proofs is often far from being obvious. 
Furthermore, the low-level interfaces of these systems are often poorly developed, 
which makes it very hard to integrate such a tool into a given software nvironment, 
and even harder to adapt the implementation to meet concrete needs. From the 
software engineer's point of view, current automated reasoning tools mostly come 
as monolithical systems. 1 
When looking at the field of software engineering, however, one realizes that 
monolithical systems become less and less important: the interest has been fo- 
cused for quite a while on software components [9], and interoperability (see, e.g., 
[8, 10] for standards) of open, distributed systems. One idea behind both is to pro- 
vide smaller pieces of software that interact with each other, rather than using a 
monolithical approach to building software. The main driving force behind these 
approaches i to increase the adaptability of software, and to reduce the complexity 
of the individual software components for gaining more reliable and more flexible 
systems. The underlying motivation is very similar to what led us to start our work 
on leanTAP. 
2. lean TAP: AN INSTANCE OF LEAN DEDUCTION 
The Prolog program shown in Figure 1 is an instance of a lean deduction system: 
it implements a complete and sound theorem prover for first-order formulae in 
skolemized negation ormal form. The underlying calculus is based on free-variable 
semantic tableaux (see, for example, [3]). 
The program is a variant of leanTAP [2], where a few changes have been made to 
increase readability. We shall now briefly explain the program, but refer the reader 
to [2] for a detailed discussion. 
leanTAP exploits the power of Prolog's inference engine as much as possible, 
using its clause indexing scheme and backtracking mechanism. We modify Prolog's 
depth-first search to bounded depth-first search for gaining a complete prover. 
For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our considerations to first-order formulae 
in skolemized negation normal form. This is not a strong restriction; the prover 
can easily be extended to full first-order logic by adding the standard tableau rules. 
However, skolemization has to be implemented carefully to achieve the highest 
possible performance [1]. 
We use Prolog syntax for first-order formulae: atoms are Prolog terms, "-" 
is negation, ";" disjunction, and "," conjunction. Universal quantification is 
1 There axe, of course, other approaches also like the KEIM system [4], an extension of Common 
Lisp that provides an extensible toolbox for the development ofdeduction systems. 
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rofute((h,B)  ,U~,T . i ts ,F reoV,VL im)  : .  0 • 
rofut • (A, [B I UnF.~], Li¢s, ~eeVo VIAm). 
2 refute((A;B),Uz~xp,Lita,FrooV,VLin) : -  ! ,  
refute ( I ,  UnExp, L i fe,  Free¥, VLim), 
re fu t  • ( B, UnRxp, L i t  s ,  Fre e¥, VLin). 
3 re fu te (a l l (X ,Fml ) .Un~p,L i t s ,F reeV,VL im)  : -  ! ,  
\+ l ength(F reeV,VL i l ) ,  
copy_term((l, Fml; FreeV), (Xl ,Fal l  ,FrooV) ),  
append(URExp, [a l l (X ,Fml ) ]  ,UaE~I ) ,  
re fu te (F ra i l ,  UnExp 1 , L i t s ,  IX1 [ Freer] ,  VLim). 
4 re fu te (L i~ ,_ ,L i t s  . . . .  ) : -  c losed(L i t , L i te ) .  
s refute(Lit, [Next JUnExp] ~Lits,FreeV,VLin) : -  
refu~ • ( Next, UnExp, [Lit [ Lits], FreeV, VLiu). 
• closed(-L,[Ll[T]) :- !, (un i fy (L ,L1)  ; closed(-L,T)). 
, closed(L,[-LlJT]) :-unify(L,Ll) ; closod(L,T). 
F IGURE 1. leanTAp: The basic version of the program. 
expressed as a l l (X ,F ) ,  where X is a Prolog variable and F is the scope. Thus, 
a first-order formula is represented by a Prolog term (for example, the formula 
p(O) A (Vn)(-.p(n) V p(s(n))) is represented by (p (0) ,  a l l  (N, (-p (N) ;p (s (N)) ) ) ) ), 
The Prolog predicate re fu te  (Fml,UnExp,Lits,FreeV,VLim) implements our 
prover; it succeeds if there is a closed tableau for the first-order formula bound 
to Fml. The prover is started with the goal re fu te (Fml ,  [ ] ,  [] ,  [] ,VLim), which 
succeeds if Fml can be proven inconsistent without using more than VL±m free vari- 
ables on each tableau branch. 2
The proof proceeds by considering individual branches (from left to right) of a 
tableau; the parameters Fml, UnExp, and L i t s  represent the current branch: Fml is 
the formula being expanded, UnExp holds a list of formulae not yet expanded, and 
L i t s  is a list of the literals present on the current branch. FreeV is a list of the 
free variables on the branch (Prolog variables, which might be bound to a term). 
The positive integer VLim is used to initiate backtracking; it is an upper bound for 
the length of FreeV. 
If a conjunction "A and B" is to be expanded, then "A" is considered first 
and "B" is put in the list of not yet expanded formulae (Clause 1). For disjunctions, 
we split the current branch and prove two new goals (Clause 2). 
Handling universally quantified formulae (V-formulae) requires a little more effort 
(Clause 3). We first check the number of free variables on the branch. Backtracking 
is initiated if the depth bound VLim is reached. Otherwise, we generate a "fresh" 
instance of the current v-formula al l (X,Fml)  with copy_term. FreeV is used to 
avoid renaming the free variables in Fml. The original v-formula is put at the end of 
2If one wants to avoid committing on the number VLim, the predicate refute can be called 
with iterative deepening on YLim. The standard solution in Prolog for this is 
incorefute (F~l,YarLim) : - refute (Fml, [], [], [] ,VarLim). 
inc_refute(Fml,VarLim) :- NewVarLim is VarLim + i, 
inc_.refut e (Fml, NewVarLim). 
When started with inc_prove (FmI,N), the prover searches with the values N, N+I, ... for VarLim. 
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UnExp (putting it at the top of the list destroys completeness: the same 7-formula 
would be used over and over again until the depth bound is reached), and the proof 
search is continued with the renamed instance Fmll as the formula to be expanded 
next. The copy of the quantified variable, which is now free, is added to the list 
FreeV. 
Clause 4 closes branches; it is the only clause of re fu te  which is not determinate. 
It succeeds if the current formula L i t  (which must be a literal) is contradictory to 
one of the other literals L i t s  on the current branch. In this case, the current branch 
is closed. The test is implemented by the predicate c losed (see below). 
Clause 5 is reached if Clause 4 cannot close the current branch. We add the 
current formula (always a literal) to the list of literals on the branch and pick a 
formula waiting for expansion. 
Clauses 6 and 7 implement the test for a closed branch used in Clause 4; it is 
basically a variant of the standard member-predicate with sound unification. 
leanTAp has two choice points: one is selecting between the last two clauses of 
re fu te ,  which means closing a branch or extending it. The second choice point 
within each of the two clauses of c losed enumerates closing substitutions during 
backtracking. 
3. ADVANTAGES OF LEAN DEDUCTION 
Although leanT4P does show surprising performance 3 it certainly does not outper- 
form highly sophisticated theorem provers like Otter [7] or Setheo [5]. However, 
many applications do not require deduction which is as complex as the state of the 
art in automated theorem proving. Furthermore, there are often strong constraints 
on the time allowed for deduction. In such areas our approach can be extremely 
useful: it offers high inference rates on simple to moderately complex problems and 
a high degree of adaptability. 
The latter is the actual strength of our approach: leanTAp is a very simple 
and clear implementation; similar to Satchmo [6], it offers an alternate view on 
Automated Deduction: rather than being confronted with a highly complex, mono- 
lithical system, one can use an open implementation, that is easy to understand and 
easy to adapt to and embed into applications3 Since leanTAp is based on semantic 
tableaux, it can, furthermore, be adapted to other logics, for example modal or 
temporal logics. 
Another important argument for lean deduction is safety: It is easily possible 
to verify the couple of lines of standard Prolog implementing leanTAp [2]; verifying 
thousands of lines of C code, however, is hard-- i f  not impossiblc in practice. 
It  is interesting to consider the principle of lean deduction w.r.t, applications. 
Deduction systems like ours have their limits, in that many problems are solvable 
with complex and sophisticated theorem provers, but not with an approach like 
3For example, nearly all of PeUetier's problems [11] can be solved. Running on a SUN SPARC 10 
workstation they are proven in leas than 0.2 sec, most of them in less than 0.01 sec. 
4Whilst Satchmo and leanTAp are quite related from this meta level point of view, they dif- 
fer significantly from a logical point of view: leanTAP implements a standard, free-variable se- 
mantic tableaux calculus for formulae in negation ormal form, whereas Satchmo uses a model 
generation-like calculus for range-restricted formulae in clausal form. Both calculi show quite 
different behavior w.r.t, the proof search. 
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lean provers 
provers 
Problem Comple~ty  
F IGURE 2. Lean versus large deduction systems. 
]eanTAP. However, when applying deduction i  practice, this might not be relevant 
at all: Figure 2 oversimplifies but shows the point; the x-axis gives a virtual value of 
the complexity of a problem, and the y-axis shows the runtime required for finding 
a solution. The two graphs give the performance of lean and of large deduction 
systems. We are better off with a system like leanTAP below a certain degree of 
problem complexity: it is compact, more easily adaptable to an application, and 
also faster because it has less overhead than a huge system. 
Between a breakeven point, where sophisticated systems become faster, and the 
point where small systems fail, it is not immediately clear which approach to favor: 
adaptability can still be a good argument for lean deduction. For really hard prob- 
lems, a sophisticated deduction system is the only choice. This last area, however, 
could indeed be negligible, depending on the requirements of an application: if few 
time can be allowed, we cannot reat hard problems by deduction at all. Thus, lean 
deduction can be superior in all cases--depending on the concrete application. 
4. LOGIC PROGRAMMING:  THE BASIS FOR LEAN DEDUCTION 
The basis for lean deduction is an appropriate implementation language that offers 
a level of abstraction that is close to the logic one wishes to implement. Logic 
programming languages offer the ideal basis since they come equipped with mech- 
anisms for representing terms, variables, substitutions, etc. This is one important 
prerequisite for ]eanTAP-like implementations. 
A second, equally important issue is that the search strategy used for deduction 
is supported: standard Prolog, as used for ]eanTAP, implements depth-first search; 
thus, there is no need to recode this for controlling the proof search. This is 
the most important point for the efficiency of ]eanTAP: it relies on the efficient 
implementation f backtracking in the underlying Prolog system. 
Lean deduction lies somewhere between logic programming and theorem proving: 
it is programming logics, rather than logic programming. Experience and know-how 
in implementing calculi are taken from automated deduction, and logic program- 
ming provides the ideal implementation basis. We used only standard Prolog, but 
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it is easy to see that we could take advantage of many enhancements to Prolog. It 
will be left to future research to explore this to a greater extent. 
We would like to thank Deepak Kapur for valuable comments on an earlier version of this paper. 
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